
Howdy EVENT Friends,

Thanks again for helping to create such a wonderful EVENT! It was absolutely the 
biggest and best EVENT yet, and we can't wait for next EVENT :^)

This post EVENT e-mail contains information about:

* Sharing EVENT photos: please post yours!
* Announcing the EVENT discussion list, EVENT DISCUSSION LIST TITLE
* Final privacy check before sending out EVENT Participant List

And without further ado, here are the details:

==> Please Share Your EVENT Photos: If you took pictures at EVENT, please share 
them with all of us! We encourage you to post them at www.flickr.com, and to "tag" 
them with "EVENT TAG" and "EVENT TAG2". Then watch them show up at EVENT 
WEBSITE PAGE! For those who don't know what Flickr is, we're glad to explain! For 
those who are philosophically or logistically unable to use Flickr, please let us know, and 
we'll figure out a solution!

==> Announcing EVENT-TALK Mailing List: To date, we have only used 
"Announcement" mailing lists for EVENT communications, because we know your 
inboxes are plenty full. The list you are receiving this message on will only be used to 
send future EVENT information.

But many EVENT participants have asked for place to continue the many excellent 
EVENT conversations online, and so we've created a discussion list, 

         <EVENT-TALK@lists.aspirationtech.org>. 

We hope that this will provide a venue for EVENT alums to post updates on their 
projects, and ask helpful questions.

To subscribe, you can (hopefully) just click on:

         List-Subscribe: < EVENT-TALK SUBSCRIPTION LINK > 

If you're rather just surf-lurk, you can always check out the archives at

         List-Archive: <EVENT-TALK WEBSITE ADDRESS>

And for those of you who aren't already subscribed, I strongly recommend joining our 
EVENT announcement list,

         List-Subscribe: < EVENT ANNONCEMENT SUBSCRIPTION LINK> 

http://www.flickr.com/


This is an extremely low-volume moderated list, with at most 1 post per month, to keep 
you informed about upcoming EVENT.

==> EVENT Participant List: As mentioned on the day of the event, we will be sending 
out the list of participant names with email addresses and organizational URLs. If you do 
not want your name included, please notify us immediately. Also, if you would prefer we 
distribute a different or additional email address for you, please let us know that as well.

The EVENT participant list will be sent out under the following usage and privacy 
guidelines:

        ** The list is provided for one-to-one and one-to-several communications; it is not 
ok to spam the entire list of addresses :^)
        ** It is not ok to auto-subscribe addresses from the list to other mailing lists
        ** It is not ok to forward or redistribute the participant list to any non-participant in 
any form

Please let us know if you have any questions, is sues, or suggestions about these usage 
guidelines.

Again, thanks to everyone who made such a great EVENT possible; we can't wait for the 
next one!!

thanks & peace,
gunner & Heather
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